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Abstract. We introduce a game played on an arbitrary graph, whose vertices and
edges are going to be colored by the two players. The game ends when no vertex is left
uncolored, and a player loses if there is a cycle with his color. In case of a tie, the game
ends up with two forests whose union is a spanning forest, and it produces a four coloring
of the map associated to the graph. We conjecture that every planar graph admits a
decomposition into two forests as achieved by a tie in this game.

1. Introduction and Some Graph Games

Since the birth of graph theory, which developed to became an important branch of
mathematics, many games played on graphs have been designed and studied. As examples
of such games, we only mention three: Sim, Shannon’s switching game, and Brussels
sprouts. Let us say a couple of words about each one of these, remarking on some of the
interesting mathematics they relate to.

Sim is a game of edge coloring whose objective is to avoid creating a triangle with one
color. Its analysis is related to so-called Ramsey numbers, which are an interesting and
useful research topic in graph theory. Shannon’s switching game, invented by C. Shannon,
one of the founders of what is called Information Theory, is an assymetrical game in
the sense that the two players have different goals: one has to form a path between two
fixed specified vertices; and the other has to prevent those vertices to be joined. Brussels
sprouts, also called just sprouts, is actually not played on a fixed graph, but instead, both
players draw the graph as they play. One interesting feature of sprouts is that the graph
created has to be planar. Its strategy is intimately connected to Euler’s formula for planar
graphs, or equivalently, the formula relating the number of vertices, edges and faces in a
triangular or polyhedral decomposition of a sphere [Pr].

(a) Shannon’s switching game (b) Brussels sprouts game

Figure 1

On the other hand, one could also say that many traditional or classical games have
been played on graphs even before the advent of graph theory, if we are to view a game
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board as a special kind of a planar graph. For instance, the game of Go, is a famous
example of a game played on a square grid, and it is only natural to consider a square grid
as a particular planar graph; in this way, one can view Go as a graph game where every
move consists of a player coloring one vertex of the graph with his color: either black or
white.

Also, the game Hex can be thought of being played on a grid, which is the triangular
grid dual to the hexagonal cell pattern. In this way, a move of a white or black piece can
be viewed as a coloring of the grid vertices, each vertex lying in the center of an hexagon.

(a) Go is a grid game (b) Hex game

Figure 2

However, a game is generally considered to be a graph game if its rules are flexible
enough so that these same rules can be used on an arbitrary graph. But it is certainly not
very difficult to imagine how to extend the rules of Go or of Hex to more general planar
graphs. Therefore, one concludes that graph games, even if not in an explicit graph form,
are much more common (at least within the class of board games) than appears at first
glance.

In this article, a two player graph game is introduced (which can be played on an
arbitrary fixed graph) and briefly analysed. We call it the two forests game, as the rules
involve the notion of a forest in a graph, and each player will “grow” his own forest. In
his turn, a player can either plant a new seed or grow a tree in his forest. This is done by
coloring vertices and/or edges with his/her chosen color, according to some very simple
rules. The game finishes when all the vertices of the graph have been colored, or when a
player forms a cycle - thereby “ruining” his forest.

An interesting feature of this game is deeply related to graph coloring, and somewhat
misteriously to graph planarity. If the game finishes when all vertices have been colored,
then the game defines either a 5-coloring or a 4-coloring of the graph. Moreover, the latter
possibility occurs if and only if the game ends in a tie, or a draw.

2. Maps, Graphs and Colorings

The theoretical analysis of the two forests game involves a few graph theory notions.
In this section we review some definitions that will be relevant later on, and describe the
four color theorem, one of the most famous results in the field, and indeed, one of the
historical driving forces behind the development of graph theory.

2.1. From maps to graphs. It is quite consensual that graph theory started with a
map problem: the Königsberg bridges problem, and with L. Euler’s solution of it. One
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other famous (much bigger) challenge, the four color problem, is directly related to map
coloring.

For example, let us start with the map of the 11 regions of continental Portugal (see
Figure 3(a)). As in any standard map, each region is assigned a color, and two neighboring
regions are assigned different colors.

For a more mathematical description, we change our point of view: we replace every
region by a big dot: a vertex, and every border between regions A and B by an edge
between the vertices corresponding to A and B. Thus, we obtain a (finite, simple) graph:
a finite collection of vertices and edges, every edge having two distinct vertices as endpoints
(for our purposes, we always assume that no two edges have the same pair of vertices as
endpoints).

The following terminology is standard: given a graph, the two vertices connected by
an edge (the endpoints of that edge) are called adjacent, and an edge is called incident to
any of its endpoints. The degree of a given vertex is the number of edges incident to it.

TMAD
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(a) Regions of (continental) Portugal (b) Labeled graph version (c) Simple graph version

Figure 3

A coloring of the map, defines then a coloring of the corresponding graph. We color
every vertex following a unique rule: for every edge, his two ending vertices must have
different colors (Figure 3(b)).

Definition 2.1. Given a graph Γ, a (vertex) coloring of Γ is an assignment of a color to
every vertex of Γ so that adjacent vertices are assigned different colors.

In the mathematics of graph theory, one is interested in the abstract properties of
graphs; then, mainly when dealing with very large (still finite) graphs, we drop labels on
the big dots, and adopt smaller unlabeled dots, for simplicity. Our coloring of Portugal’s
graph becomes the one in Figure 3(c).

2.2. Chromatic numbers and the 4 color problem. Let us suppose that we have
very few colors available or, just for fun, we decide to color the same map with the fewest
possible number of colors. It is then natural to define the chromatic number of a graph.

Definition 2.2. Let Γ be a graph, and k ∈ N. A k-coloring of Γ is a coloring of Γ with
k colors. The chromatic number of Γ is the smallest natural number χ such that Γ
admits a χ-coloring.
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With many colors, coloring a graph is easy. But determining the chromatic number of
big graphs turns out to be a extremely hard problem! We have, however, some simple
criteria, that are used for special classes of graphs.

For instance, our map of Portugal can be colored with only 3 colors (Figure 4(a)): in
this example, 3 is the chromatic number! In fact, the mere existence of a triangle implies
that the chromatic number has to be at least 3. A triangle is what is called a cycle of size
3; naturally, graphs can have cycles of any size.

(a) Portugal’s graph in 3 colors (b) A K7 graph with 7 colors

Figure 4

Another class of examples are the so called complete graphs on n vertices, denoted by
Kn, where every two distinct vertices are adjacent. For every n ∈ N, this is the (simple)
n-vertex graph with the highest possible number of edges. It is clear that the chromatic
number of Kn is precisely n. Note that we cannot draw K7 on a piece of paper without
crossing some (many) of its edges (Figure 4(b)). In other words, K7 is a graph that does
not come from a map! This is a manifestation of the simple fact that graphs are much
more general than maps in a plane. Those graphs that come from maps, and hence can
be drawn in a plane - or a sphere - in a way that its edges do not cross, are called planar
graphs.

Recall the following standard graph theory definitions.

Definition 2.3. Let Γ be a graph. A path in Γ is a sequence of adjacent vertices and
edges (starting and ending in a vertex): each vertex is followed by an incident edge, which
comes before the other incident vertex of that edge. A cycle in a graph Γ is a path which
does not repeat any edge and any vertex, except for the starting and ending vertices which
have to be the same. Γ is called connected if there is a path joining any two distinct
vertices.

Due to uniqueness of edges between two adjacent vertices, paths can be described
by their sequence of vertices only. For example, the path Estremadura-Baixo Alentejo-
Algarve (Ext-B.Al-Alg in Figure 3(b)) is one that many Lisbon residents go through,
sometime during the summer. Note that, because Algarve has only one incident edge (has
degree 1), it cannot belong to a cycle.

Definition 2.4. Let Γ be a graph. Γ is called:

• totally disconnected, if Γ has no edges;
• a tree, if Γ is connected and has no cycles;
• a forest, if it is a disjoint union of trees;
• planar, if Γ can be drawn on a plane (or a sphere) without crossing edges;
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• outerplanar, if Γ is planar and one region contains all vertices of Γ in its bound-
ary;

For planar graphs, one has an interesting additional notion: there are well defined faces
(these are undefined for general graphs). If Γ is drawn on a sphere without crossing edges
(the plane situation is analogous), the plane regions bounded by the edges are called faces

of the planar graph. A colored tree and outerplanar graph are depicted in Figure 6. The
faces of the outerplanar graph are shadowed, and it is the outside face which has all
vertices on its boundary.

(a) A tree with a 2-coloring (b) An outerplanar graph with a 3-coloring

Figure 5

Theorem 2.5. Let Γ be a graph and χ be its chromatic number. Then:

• Γ is totally disconnected if and only if χ = 1;
• If Γ is a forest, then χ ≤ 2;
• If Γ is outerplanar, then χ ≤ 3;
• If Γ is planar, then χ ≤ 4.

The proofs of the first three statements are easy. The first two are trivial, and we leave the
third case (outerplanar) to the interested reader. On the other hand, the last statement
is extremelly difficult. This is the famous Four Color Theorem, whose proof has defeated
mathematicians through centuries, and whose final solution is still so intricate that has
involved computer programming and algorithm checking. For more on the 4 color theorem
and its history see [AH, RSST] and references therein.

3. Spanning Trees and Forests in a Graph

The two forests game is based on the concept of spaning forest. In this section, we start
by defining spanning tree and relate this notion to a famous result by Kirchoff, inspired
by the theory of electrical circuits. Any graph admits spanning trees and the number of
distinct spanning trees is usually considered to be a good measure of the complexity of a
graph. From now on, Γ always denotes a connected graph.

3.1. Spanning trees and the Kirchoff theorem. Given a connected graph Γ we can
draw trees inside it. More precisely, we can select a subset of the edges of Γ forming a
subgraph T , written T ⊂ Γ, in such a way that T is a tree. The graph T is defined by
the edges selected and by the vertices to which they are incident. Recall that a tree needs
to be connected and without cycles. Figure 6 shows examples of trees in a K7 and in a
certain grid graph. The selected edges inside Γ were painted in blue.
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(a) A spanning tree in a K7 (b) A spanning tree in a grid graph

Figure 6

Definition 3.1. Let Γ be a connected graph. A spanning tree T for Γ is a tree in Γ
such that every vertex of Γ is also a vertex of T .

Note that the two examples in Figure 4 are indeed spanning trees. It is not very difficult
to show that every connected graph has one or more spanning trees. Spanning trees are
useful because we can simplify many graph problems by considering them. For instance,
suppose we want an algorithm to travel inside a graph Γ visiting every vertex of it (not
necessarily once), and we are given a spanning tree T ⊂ Γ. Then, it is enough to travel
using edges of T (since T is connected and all vertices of Γ are also in T ). This may be a
not so efficient way of travelling, but it is very convenient for computer programming, since
inside T there is a unique path joining every two vertices, greatly reducing the complexity
of dealing with so many choices of paths inside Γ.

Counting spanning trees is an interesting problem and is a fundamental aspect of graph
theory. Somewhat surprisingly, the total number of such trees is an easily computable
number, from the Laplacian matrix of the graph.

Definition 3.2. Let Γ be a connected graph with vertices labeled by {1, · · · , N}. The
Laplacian matrix of Γis the N ×N matrix:

L := [Lij ]
N
i,j=1, Lij :=











deg i, i = j

−1, i is adjacent to j

0, otherwise

A regularized (or non-singular) Laplacian matrix a (N−1)×(N−1) matrix L0 obtained
from L by deleting one of its rows and the corresponding column.

Note that L is a singular N ×N matrix, but L0 is not! Moreover, the determinant of
a regularized Laplacian matrix is independent of the row/column that we delete!

The following famous theorem is also called the matrix-tree theorem.

Theorem 3.3. (Kirchhoff) Any connected graph Γ has a spanning tree. The total number
of such trees is given by:

detL0,

where L0 is a regularized Laplacian matrix of Γ.

Example 3.4. For the graph in figure 7, we took as L0 the regularized Laplacian matrix
obtained from remiving the 6th row and column (associated with vertex 6). The number
of spanning trees in this graph is then detL0 = 11.
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Figure 7

3.2. Spanning forests.

Definition 3.5. Let Γ be a connected graph. A spanning forest of Γ is a subgraph F ⊂ Γ
such that F is a forest (a union of trees) and F contains every vertex of Γ.

There are two extreme cases of spanning forests F : one is a spanning tree, so that F is
connected. The other extreme is a totally disconnected forest F ⊂ Γ so that F consists of
all vertices of Γ but has no edges.

If we have a forest F in Γ, we can distinguish between components having only one
vertex, and components having at least one edge. For natural reasons, we call the former
case a seed of F , and reserve the term tree in F , for a component of F with at least one
edge. For example, in Figure 8, we can see a spanning forest with 4 components. One of
them is a seed, and the other 3 are trees of sizes 2, 4 and 6.

A spanning forest in a grid graph

Figure 8

As one can imagine, the problem of counting spanning forests is much more intricate
than the one for spanning trees, since we have to take into account the number of connected
components of F . For more on trees, forests, and the matrix-tree theorem, consult [CK,
Ma].

4. The Two Forests Game

We are ready to describe and analyse the two forests game.

4.1. The rules of the game. This is a two player game played on a graph Γ. The
players alternate coloring vertices with their chosen color. If two adjacent vertices are
given the same color, the basic rule forces this edge to be painted with the same color
as its endpoints. The player who paints a cycle of his color loses. Otherwise the game
continues until all vertices have been painted. A tie, or draw, occurs if the game ends (no
vertices left uncolored) without any cycle of the same color.

Let us detail these rules, by focusing on the following graph which is inspired by the
so-called Markström graph. This Γ is a planar graph with 24 vertices and 42 edges.
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(a) The graph Γ, Blue starts (b) 4th turn for Blue

Figure 9

The players are called Blue and Red, exactly like the colors they use. In his turn, each
player colors a vertex with his color. Blue starts, and to make it easy to follow, besides
the color, let us label by 1,2,3, etc each played vertex in that order.

Definition 4.1. The Basic Rule is: if the newly colored vertex is adjacent to another
vertex of the same color, the whole edge has to be colored with the same color. This
is done for every adjacent vertex of the newly colored vertex.

4.2. An example. In the beginning, both Blue and Red try to avoid drawing edges, since
without edges, they certainly avoid cycles of their color. After 3 moves of Red and the 4th
move of Blue, the graph looks like Figure 9(b).
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(a) 4th turn for Red; 1st red edge (b) 7th turn for Blue; 1st blue edge

Figure 10

In the fourth move, Red paints red the edge joining red vertices 2 and 4, by the Basic
Rule. In seventh move of Blue, he paints (with blue) the edge joining blue vertices 4 and
7.
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The game progresses, with everyone avoiding cycles. In her 9th move, Red makes a bad
move.
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(a) 9th move for Red (b) Blue wins, as there is a red triangle

Figure 11

Why is this a bad move? Well, everyone is trying to avoid cycles and a triangle is, in
principle, the easiest to color. The board now has a triangle with one side colored in Red,
so, if Blue avoids the uncolored vertex until the end of the game, Red will be forced to
play on this vertex, and the Basic Rule will say that all 3 edges of the triangle have to
be colored red. In this way, Red is closer to losing. Note that there is also a blue edge of
a triangle - edges 5 and 9. However, Blue played 9, only after Red played 7, and so this
triangle already has all vertices colored (one Red, two Blue).

After this move, Blue plays carefully, and is able to avoid cycles. In the last move, Red
is forced to play the vertex adjacent to a red edge, and forms a red triangle. Thus, Blue
wins.

In the next Section, we relate the analysis of the two forests game with graph coloring
and planarity. For this, it is convenient to consider an alternative optional rule to allow
each player to have an arbitrary number of colored vertices, even if both players had the
same number of turns.

Definition 4.2. Optional Rule: When painting an edge (after coloring a vertex adjacent
to one with the same color) a player has the option to play again: coloring another vertex.
When playing with this rule, the game is termed the modified two forests game.

Let us consider the ending configuration of a (modified) two forests game on Γ. This is
characterized by all vertices and all edges of Γ that have been colored either blue or red.

Proposition 4.3. The ending configuration of a two forests game can be recovered from
the vertex coloring alone. The same holds for the modified version.

Proof. Suppose that we only know which vertices have been colored. Then, we look at
pairs of adjacent vertices. If such a pair has the same color, we paint it with that color.
This will define the ending configuration of the game. Note that, since the game has
ended, either all vertices have been colored, or there is only one colored cycle. �
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5. A Conjecture on PLanar Graphs

In this last section, we relate the two forests game with graph coloring. The idea is
simple: every forest can be colored with just 2 colors - its chromatic number is 2 (Theorem
2.5); so if a two forests game ends in a tie, the ending configuration will have two forests:
one blue and one red. This means that changing the coloring on the blue forest to have
alternating green and blue vertices, and changing the red forest to have alternating red
and yellow vertices, we end up with a 4-coloring of our graph.

5.1. Complementary spanning forests. To be precise, let us introduce the following
notion.

Definition 5.1. A forest F in a graph Γ is called adjacent to itself or self-adjacent if at
least one pair of vertices in F is adjacent in Γ but not in F .

An alternative criteria for this property, can be given in terms of the notion of induced
subgraph.

Definition 5.2. Let Γ have vertex set V = {1, · · · , N} and let W ⊂ V be a subset. The
graph induced by W , denoted Γ(W ), is the subgraph of Γ whose vertex set is W and
whose edges are all edges of Γ joining vertices that are both in W .

Example 5.3. Let Γ be a connected graph, and F ⊂ Γ be a spanning forest. Then the
graph induced by the vertices of F is the whole Γ, since every vertex of Γ is in F . Another
simple example is when W = {v,w} ⊂ V consists of just two vertices. Then Γ(W ) has
one edge if they are adjacent (the edge joining v to w), or the disconnected graph with
vertices v,w, if they are not.

Proposition 5.4. A forest F in a graph Γ is self-adjacent if and only if F does not

coincide with the subgraph of Γ induced by its vertices.

Proof. If a pair of vertices v,w of a forest F ⊂ Γ is adjacent in Γ but not in F , this means
that F does not equal to the subgraph induced by its vertices: by definition, the edge with
endpoints v and w is in the subgraph induced by the vertices in F , since v,w ∈ F . �

Definition 5.5. Let F1 and F2 be two forests in a graph Γ. We say that F1 and F2 are
disjoint if no vertex of F1 belongs to F2.

Proposition 5.6. Given 2 disjoint forests F1 and F2 in a graph Γ, their disjoint union
F1 ⊔ F2 is still a forest in Γ.

Proof. This is clear as F1 ⊔ F2 is a union of trees: the trees in F1 and the trees in F2. �

Definition 5.7. Let F1 and F2 be two forests in a graph Γ. We say that F1 and F2 are
two complementary forests of Γ if:

• Both F1 ⊂ Γ and F2 ⊂ Γ are not self-adjacent;
• F1 ⊔ F2 is a spanning forest of Γ.

5.2. The two forests conjecture and the four color theorem.

Theorem 5.8. Let Γ be a connected graph. Consider the following statements:
(a) The modified two forests game, played on Γ, can end with a tie;
(b) Γ admits two complementary forests;
(c) Γ is 4-colorable.
Then (a) is equivalent to (b), and both imply (c).
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Proof. Suppose the modified two forests game ends in a tie. Then, the ending configuration
defines two complementary forests: one blue, the other red (this is also true for the
non-modified version). Conversely, starting with two complementary forests, F1 and F2,
because of the optional rule, there is a play sequence so that F1 becomes the final blue
forest and F2 the red one. Since all vertices are colored and there is no cycle, this game
ended in a tie. This proves that (a) and (b) are equivalent. Suppose now that Γ admits two
complementary forests, one blue, F1, and one red, F2. Then, alternating colors green/blue
in F1 and red/yellow in F2 we obtain a 4-coloring of Γ. So (b) implies (c). �
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One ending tie configuration and a corresponding 4-coloring of the graph

Figure 12

In Figure 12, we present a possible ending configuration of a (non-modified) two forest
game, with blue/red edges, that ended in a tie, together with a resulting 4-coloring of all
verteices.

Corollary 5.9. Suppose the two forest game reaches the end in the final move. That is,
all players avoid cycles, except at the very last vertex. Then Γ is 5-colorable.

Proof. We have 2 complementary forests inside Γ \ {v} where v is the last vertex to be
colored. So, Γ \ {v} is 4-colorable by Theorem 5.8. Then Γ is 5-colorable. �

One example where the game reached the end - all vertices were colored either blue or
red - is our example game in Figure 11(b).

We now pose the following (admittedly hard!) problem.

Conjecture 5.10. Let Γ be a planar graph. Then Γ admits two complementary forests.

Remark 5.11. Note that this conjecture implies the 4-color theorem. However, it is not
plausible that, even if the conjecture are true, that one can find a proof that would not
explicitly use the 4-color theorem itself. In this way, we do not expect this problem to be
useful in finding a new computer-independent proof of the 4 color theorem.

As we had not tried to implement these notions on a computer, we still do not have
enough evidence for the conjecture. The author hopes that someone will have the time
and courage to try this conjecture on many planar graphs.

An equivalent version, stated without the concept of complementary forests, is the
following.
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Proposition 5.12. Conjecture 5.10 is equivalent to the following statement: given a
planar graph Γ, there is a 4-coloring of Γ with colors {1, 2, 3, 4} such that the subgraphs
F1 induced by vertices with colors 1,3 and F2, induced by vertices colored with 2,4, have
no cycles.

Proof. If Γ admits two complementary forests, then there is such a 4-coloring, by Theorem
5.8. Conversely, if there is such a 4-coloring, then F1 and F2 are complementary forests.
Indeed, by hypothesis, they have no cycles. Moreover F1⊔F2 is a spanning forest because
all vertices are colored. Finally, they are not self-adjacent because both F1 (colors 1 and
3) and F2 (colors 2 and 4) coincide with their induced subgraphs, by hypothesis. �

A consequence of the validity of the conjecture would be that, in order to have a
definitive winning strategy for the two forests game, one would have to play on a non-
planar graph! Of course, an experienced player would still be able to beat the beginner
on simpler planar graphs.

To conclude, we just mention that, as hard as it can be to solve these problems, programs
and algorithms on graphs are usually useful; in particular, finding good graph coloring
algorithms is an important issue in both theoretical and applied mathematics. In fact, to
know whether one can find a polynomial time algorithm to check the chromatic number
of a graph is an important open problem.

On the other hand, there are artificial intelligence programs to teach a computer how
to think strategically in a gaming context. It is conceivable that a playing strategy for the
two forests game would result in a good algorithm for 4-coloring a planar graph.

Indeed, suppose we had a nice and efficient playing strategy for this game and use it in
a game between two computer players. Then, the more efficient the strategy is, the more
probable a tie would outcome. Hence, the more probable a 4-coloring would result, by
Theorem 5.8. In the “worst case scenario”, we can just forget computers and play!
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